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LASER SYSTEM—GUIDED BOMB
Chen Pin Ts’ai
In 1960 , the laser was first transformed from imagination into
reality and soon was followed by a period of “laser heat” in foreign
nations. A number of countries carried out extensive trials on the
military applications of the laser; among these attempts , the progress
on a laser guided bomb was relatively fast.
Coming down to it , a guided bomb is really no new gadget.

Quite

a few countries started the experimentation and development of guided
bombs to improve the accuracy of aviation bombing as early as the
mid—thirties and conducted preliminary tests in war operations.

As a

result of the low speed carrier planes available at the time, the guided
bomb had short range and poor mobility.

Furthermore , with rudimentary

guiding systems, the carrier plane had to be within close range of the
target.

The result was a declining survival rate for the carrier planes .

The U.S. Imperialists have suffered dearly in the battlefield of Korea
0

and the guided bomb vanished from the scene after that.
In the 1960’s, the United States again resorted to the guided bomb
in her struggle for supremacy with the Soviet Revisionists and for

g ain ing blac 1~ iai1 capital in the Vietnam invasion war . Since the
technology was available for developing and producing second generation

gu ided bombs , soon a hos t of gu ided bombs came in to ex istence wh ich are
controlled by television , infrared , compass , laser , and so on.
1
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Being one type of aviation weapon , guided bombs have the ir intr ins ic
characteristics in war operations . The laser guided bombs in particular
had attracted attention .
Structural Characteristics and Operational
Principles of Laser Guided Bombs
Laser light is coherent in both space and time, and is obtained
from the amplification by stimulated radiation of incoming light.

Like

radio waves, the laser can be modulated , amplified and detected . The
for example, the divergence

divergence angle of the laser is very small;

angle of a ruby laser of wavelength 0.7 micron can be as small as lO~~
radian. With this divergence, the laser beam can have a beam diameter
of approximately one meter after a 10 kilometer propagation.

Obviously ,

lasers can improve the accuracy of guidance substantially.
Today most laser guided bombs use semi—active guidance , that is, the
target is illuminated by a beam of laser light and scatters the light
energy.

The scattered light is detected by the bomber plane which aims

the bomb at the scattering source.

The guidance head in the bomb then

tracks the scattering center and guides the bomb toward the target ,
see Fig. 1.
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3
A laser guided bomb can be modified from the ordinary aviation bomb
by installing a laser guidance head and control mechanism . Generally
the “duck configuration” layout is used . Its main components are :
the laser guidance head , control module , ordinary aviation bomb body
and tail fin. (See Fig. 1)
The guidance head is a small cyl inder , followed by a stabilization
ring.

A directional coupler type mechanism , loca ted be tween the gu idanc e

head and control module , joins the head and the body.
used , the guidance head is in its locked position.

When not being

After the bomb is

dropped , the guidance head unlocks and the relative air current , acting
on the stabilization ring, causes the guidance head to turn (see Fig. 2).
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The guidance head turns in the guiding process

and the bomb body is approximately equal to the angle between the
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Fig. 2

After it has rotated , the angle between the axes of the guidance head
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velocity vector and the body axis. There are two reasons for doing so:
(
1) to keep the guidance head aimed at the general direction of the
target all the time and (2) to maintain an angle of attack for the body
during the flight In order to increase its range .
The laser guidance head Is actually a laser receiver (see Fig. 3).

I ts fron t end has a glass pro tec tion sh ield ,
which is transparent to the
laser l ight,
followed by a filter. The frequency bandwidth of the filter
is made fairly narrow to filter out some noise signal and let through

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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the laser light with wavelength between 0.6 micron and 1.06 micron.

The

bandwidth should not be so wide as to jeopardize the anti—interference
ability, and it should not be too narrow as to cause loss of signal
either.

The focusing lens located behind the filter focuses the laser

light onto the detector.
from germanium or

The detector is a photosensitive element made

silicon

.

It is most sensitive to the laser

wavelength emitted by solid lasers such as the neodymium doped glass
laser or the neodymium doped yttrium aluminum garnet laser.
-r
(J J ~~
2

iT ~~~~~~~
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Fig. ~ ~~ hematic diagr am f or guidance head
The control module contains a sma~ 1 computer and the helm.

The

helm planes rotate as follows: the two vertical ones turn to the left
or to the righ t together.

The horizontal ones turn similarly.

The four

large tail fins are for improvements of lift , range and mobility.
The bomb will follow a free—fall trajectory after it is dropped
un til th e laser l igh t In tens ity rece ived by the gu idance he ad is s trong
enough to serve as the control signal. At this point , the guidance
system starts working and the bomb is in guided flight.
The illuminator (i.e. laser) Is an essential part of the bomb
guiding system. The illuminator can be airborn or on the ground.

It

can be either modular or portable , w ith a we igh t var ia tion from the more

5

than 600 kg for a heavy unit to less than 4 kg for a portable unit.
Some are used only in the illumination of the target , others have distance measuring ability also. The features conmion to all types are high
peak power , narrow pulse-width and small divergence angle.
Application Methods of Laser Guided Bombs
Among many application methods , the following two are more important :
In the first method , one plane is used as the illuminator carrier
responsible for searching and illuminating the target.

After the search

plane spots the target, It will direct the bomb carrying plane to
the target area (Fig. 4) and keep circling while providing laser signal
to the guidance head by continued illumination on the target.

The

illuminator plane will leave the action zone after the bomb has touched
the ground and explcded and air photos have been taken . As soon as the
bomber enters the action zone, it will search for the laser signal using
the instruments on board . Once the signal is intercepted , aiming and
bombing are carried out the usual way and the bomber can leave the
action zone after the bomb is dropped.

The mission of the illuminator

plane can also be carried out by an unmanned plane or by ground personnel .
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The other method is to have the same plane conduct the illumination
and bombing . The same plane will search and find the target , illuminate
it with the laser and carry out the guided bombing . (See Fig. 5)
A Comparison of Laser Guided Bombs and Other
Air—to—Surface Weapons
As of now , the laser guided bomb is in its application—development
stage. Preliminary operations have indicated that it indeed has many
merits , but ~.ome shortcomings as well.
Generally speaking, laser guided bombs are highly accurate and
powerf ul , two merits not to be ignored . However , laser guidance can
not operate under adverse weather conditions

—— cloud , fog , rain and

snow can all impede the laser propagation seriously.

The ubiquitous

smoke on the battle field , including the interfering smoke screen by the

enemy , and suspension dust can also attenuate the laser intensity and
thereby reduce the time of guided flight and accuracy of bombing . These
shortcomings are intrinsic to laser.

In addition , the illuminator

carrier plane has to stay above the action zone for a relatively long
period of time.

sr

The risk of attack by enemy fight~ and anti—aircraft

missile further jeopardizes the bombing accuracy . This problem will
not be completely solved even if the single—plane—operation scheme is
adopted.

Consequently , it is best to secure the coninand of air at the

action zone which usually is not easy.

These are the limitations of the

laser guided bomb .
Comparison of laser guided bomb and air—to—ground guided missile :
With an engine, the guided m iss ile has gre ater r ange and mob il ity,
but also reduced load of explosive and a higher cost.

•

On the con trary ,
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a guided bomb has more explosive , higher damaging power , lowest cost
and , since it has no power device , a shorter range and low mobility.
Comparison of laser guided bomb and television guided bomb :
Laser guided bombs can operate day or night as long as the weather
Is clear.

Television guided bombs are inoperative at night and require

clear weather even during the day.

The illuminator carrier plane in the

laser guiding system has a low survival rate and , once destroyed , the
guidance head will lose its target and c~.use the bomb to follow a free—fall
trajectory . Remote control television guidance has similar disadvantages
but in the automatic television guidance scheme , the plane can evade
as soon as the bomb is dropped . Television guidance can be used in
attacking places too obscure for laser illumination such as a railroad
tunnel.

As to the costs, laser guidance instruments cost a lot less

than televi8ion guidance equipment.
Comparison of a laser guided bomb and an unguided bomb :
A laser guided bomb is an effective close—range point—target air
assistance weapon; in this respect , the unguided bomb cannot compete .
But laser guidance Is certainly not a cure—all; for instance , large area
bombing still needs unguided bombs . Although the cost of a laser guided
bomb is three to four times that of a conventional bomb , with the accuracy
taken into account , the overall point—target operation cost of the former
turns out to be much less.
Interference and Anti—interference of Laser Guidance

When a new we apon imerg es , its “mys tery ” is usually short—lived .
People will soon figure it out and find methods to counter it.

There are

many ways to interfere the laser guidance system . We will briefly

-

-~~~~
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describe a few:
1.

Incoherent interference
Incoherent interference methods are many . For example , smoke screen ,

camouflage , and flare interference belong to this category . Zkconium
and fluorine arc lamp s are common light sources for interference.

Both

sources can produce intense luminosity and brightness in the O.4’~.l.5
micron region of visible and near infrared spectrum , which happens to
be the working region of most optical systems . These sources can be used
to provide a bright background to overshadow the target , or to form several
b right spots as false targets.

Such methods are sophisticated versions

of smoke screen and camouflage.
2.

Coherent Interference.
This category includes direct interference , reflection interference

and scattering interference.
a. Direct interference

——

Continuous wave laser interferometer is

usually used in this method . The interference beam is aimed at
the laser guidance head to induce saturation so that it cannot
recognize the target.
b.

Reflection interference

——

-•

A laser with a wavelength and pulse

repetition rate similar to the enemy ’s illumination laser is
used . A false target is illuminated with this laser to divert
an enemy guided bomb . In this interference scheme , a rece iver
is used to detect the wavelength and pulse rep rate of the
enemy ’s laser.
c.

Scattering interference

——

Here the interference laser is aimed

at the general direction of the guidance head . The atmosphere—
scattered energy enters the guidance head to achieve the purpose
•

of interference .
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Current laser guided bombs have no anti—interference ability . The
topic of anti—interference , however , has been placed on the agenda of
research and development . Judging from today ’s technology , anti—interference
by coded signal is a viable option.

In this scheme , the illuminator

laser emits a coded signal and the guidance head is programmed to receive
this pre—coordinated code and filter out other laser signals.

This

method not only counters interference but also prevents redundance and
skip In bombing .
To name a few topics for future investigation:

interference and

counter—interference problems in laser guidance need to be solved; the
survival rate of illuminator carrier planes needs to be increased perhaps
through improvements In illumination distance and sensitivity of guidance
heads; the possibility of unmanned carrier planes should be investigated
and continued research on atmosphere interation and target reflection
characteristics.

There is also the possibility of combining the guidance

techniques of laser , radar , telev i
s ion , infrared and compass to remedy
the intrinsic shortcomings of laser guidance and make it an all—weather
system.

This seems to be a route worthy of consideration .

Like other new technologies , the laser guided bomb which emerged
in the late nineteen sixties , has shown some unique merits and some
deficiencies as well.

It will no doub t approach perfection with the

progressing scientific technology and remedies will be found for its
shortcomings.
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RED AND WHITE , OR YELLOW AND GRE EN?
Most airports use the two colors red and white for area and
installation indication; for example, white is usually used to Indicate
the center line of the runway and fire engines are generally painted
bright red .
But recently some research instituteS In foreign nations proposed
that the results may be better if yellow and green are used instead of
red and white . They claim , for instance , that lime green seems to be
a better candidate than white for marking runways . In the poor visibility
of fog or rain , lime green is more eye—catching than white . Also , with
traces of snow on the runway , this color stands Out better than white.
As for the red of fire trucks , one can substitute it with lime or
chalky yellow . Red is not very distinguishable at night or in bad weather
while yellow is more eye—catching.

When the human sensory preceptions are

strongly stimulated , such as exposure to strong light or high noise , the
visual perception toward red is weakened , but not for green or yellow .
With the intense noise of landing and takeoff and the glaring lights
at night , people ’s attention can easily be diffused at the airport.

If

the vehicles are painted lime yellow , they might be more attention—
g e t t ing.
Whether these opinions are practical awaits the tests of experimentation .
Some foreign airports are experimenting with color change of the runway
centerline.

It would be some t ime before we will know the effects.
10
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